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AOA Update
Australian Olive Association news and events

AOA Update keeps members informed of the latest AOA news, including marketing and
promotion matters, industry events, advocacy and representation activities, policy and
Board action.

PRESIDENT CHRISTMAS MESSAGE
I’d like first of all, to extend my personal thoughts and best wishes
to all those who continue to suffer from the extreme drought and
subsequent fires that we are encountering, particularly in the east
of the country. As we head into the time of year where celebrations
are in order, it seems only fitting to consider those less fortunate
than oneself.
However it is still timely to wish you, all our members, the very best
for the season and I remain positive that the new year will bring
productive outcomes.
The past twelve months has been a positive period for the AOA. The Board has focused
on maintaining the financial stability and sustainability of the organisation while enhancing
industry productivity initiatives and strengthening our advocacy activities.
We will continue to deliver for you, the best representation and continue our programs into
the new year and beyond and look forward to your continuing participation and
involvement in our industry through 2020.
Sincerely
Michael Thomsett
President AOA

CEO CHRISTMAS MESSAGE
2019 has been a mixed season for AOA members. Predominantly
it was a story about water. Those who had irrigation or sufficient
rainfall had a good year; those that didn’t are doing it very tough.
Many producers in Queensland, NSW and parts of Victoria did not
harvest an olive. Sadly 2020 prospects are already looking grim
for many without water and expensive for those who need to buy
it.
My Christmas wish is for widespread substantial rain across rural
Australia. Not only do our farmers need it but also the communities that service them. Our
valiant firefighters and their supporters also need rain to quell the fires and allow them
some rest over Christmas. Send ‘er down Hughey!
Amongst the hardship during the year there were some brighter moments that raised the
spirits and kept the light on the hill shining. They were a reassuring reminder of the

resilience of Australian olive producers – when the going gets tough, the tough get going.
Quality remains the hallmark of the Australian olive industry. Despite the harsh
environmental conditions, there were some outstanding quality EVOOs and table olives on
show at the AIOA this year; and Australian producers continued to win medals at high
profile competitions around the world.
This year’s annual conference in Albury had a feeling of optimism and quiet confidence
about it that augers well for the future. The social activities were the highlight of industry
camaraderie. The 2020 Conference from 16-18 October in Devonport will be a cracker.
Planning is well underway for our best event in recent years. If you’ve been saying you will
visit Tassie one day, make 2020 the year to do it.
The Association has been working hard throughout the year doing things that make a
difference for our industry and for individual members. Our advocacy and representation
program has been extensive and effective, and our relationship with Government has
never been stronger. Member response to our communication and extension activities has
been well received with field days and seminars and workshops being well attended. The
good news is there is plenty more to come in 2020.
I’d like to place on the record, a very big thank you to those members who have given time
and effort to support the Association’s mission of leading and underpinning the
development of the olive industry in Australia. Also thanks to those making a contribution
in our regional industry groups, and the many service providers who put their shoulder to
the wheel when requested. By working together we create a synergy that gets the jobs
done more efficiently.
The Board and the AOA administration have continued working tirelessly throughout the
year to build an organisation that delivers outputs and outcomes for its members and the
industry in an efficient and effective manner with good governance. In short, you have an
organisation you can be proud of and one that is gaining respect at home and around the
world. It’s a job that is never done and requires every one working together to make the
most of scarce resources. I look forward to your continuing support.
From my family to yours, we hope you have a safe and enjoyable Christmas break where
you have some meaningful R&R that gets you ready for another challenging year in 2020.
Bring on the rain!
Greg Seymour
Christmas 2019

OFFICE CLOSURE DATES
The AOA office will be officially closed from
5:00pm Friday 13 December 2019 and will
reopen again at 9am Wednesday 29
January 2020.
The AOA Board and management thank
you for your ongoing support and wish you
and your families a happy and safe
Christmas and New Year.

AOA Activities and Initiatives
2019 National Olive
Industry Conference &

Trade Exhibition
Highlights

Click on video link above for highlights of
the event.

"Your speakers were excellent overall, high
calibre, articulate and willing to share. Impressive.
The field tour was inspirational, great opportunity
for networking and meeting like minded people &
learning."

Presentation videos and PowerPoints can
be found here.
The December 2019 issue of Olivegrower
& Processor will also feature full coverage
of the Conference. AOA membership
attracts special member Olivegrower &
Subscription subscription rates. Click here
to subscribe.
The AOA thanks the generous support and
contributions of sponsors, exhibitors, Hort
Innovation and DNSW for making this
year's event a success.

"Fantastic range of speakers & topics. All with
great knowledge. good mix inside and out good
options for Saturday."

SAVE THE DATE
Next year's conference will be held at
Devonport, Tasmania on 16-18 October.
Combine your 2020 annual holiday with the
2020 Conference for a truly memorable
experience.

"Lots of thought has gone into the program and
venue and catering - well done to all involved."

2019 Australian International Olive Awards

AIOA Gala Dinner Highlights Video

Gold Medal Winners awarded at the AIOA Gala Presentation Dinner

Geoffrey Treloar and Jenny
Masters, W2Olives, EVOO Best
of Show

Marlies and Peter Eicher, Table
Olives Best of Show

Mick Labbozzetta, Kyneton Olive
Oil, Flavoured Olive Oil Best of
Show

The 2019 AIOA attracted 186 extra virgin and flavoured oil entries from 83 exhibitors and
36 table olive entries from 11 exhibitors.
Best of Show winners:
Best Extra Virgin Olive Oil of Show: W2Olives, W2O Australian Extra Virgin Olive Oil
Table Olives: Salute Oliva, Salute Oliva Semi Dried Olives
Flavoured Olive Oil of Show: Bylands Estate T/A Kyneton, Kyneton Olive Oil Chilli

Click here for more results.
The AOA would like to thank Competition Convenor and Chief Steward (EVOO and
flavoured oils), Trudie Michels, for her tireless efforts in ensuring a smooth, running show;
Table Olive Steward, Peter McFarlane, Chief Judge’s Dr Michelle Wirthensohn and Shane
Cummins and all other judges and back room staff for their time, expertise and
enthusiasm.
Thank you from sponsors Rapak, Braud Australia, Goya, Olive Oil Packaging Services,
Deltagen Australia and NSW DPI for their generous contributions which assisted in
producing a highly professional world class competition.
2020 AIOA:
Next year’s judging will take place 17 – 19 September. Entries will be open from early
August 2020. More details to follow.

AIOA Head Judge Applications Now Open
The AOA’s Judging Development Policy stipulates a three-year term for the role of AIOA
Head Judge, although the incumbent can apply for reappointment. The Head Judge’s
current term expires in March 2020 so the AOA Board is seeking expressions of interest
from suitably qualified applicants to take on the role for the next three years.
The AOA’s current Head Judge, Shane Cummins from Wagga, has done a tremendous
job. In addition to the normal Head Judge activities associated with the AIOA, Shane has
been particularly active in helping numerous regional competitions with technical support
and leadership over the past three years. His commitment to developing talent and
TasteBook®, and his personal sacrifice in undertaking the role, is legendary. His
contribution is highly appreciated and valued by both the AOA and the industry.
Main duties/responsibilities:
As the Head Judge, you will be expected to support the objectives of the Australian
International Olive Awards and be responsible for reviewing, with the Chief Steward, the
competition’s schedules, rules, classes and judging criteria. You will also be responsible
for judging activities on judging days and the conduct of judges and associate judges.
A three year term will apply. The key requirements of the role are:
an excellent palate for oil judging and exposure to a wide variety of oil varietals and
oil styles
extensive judging experience, including at international level
previous experience in the delivery of olive oil tasting and training courses
good relationships with other olive competitions and the AOA.
For more information and a detailed Position Description please contact Liz Bouzoudis on
secretariat@australianolives.com or 0478606145. Applications close 31 January 2020.

AOA Media Luncheon Showcases Award-Winning Australian
EVOO and Table Olives

The annual AOA Media Luncheon was held at Pendolino restaurant, where a group of
Australia’s top food, health and food service media personalities tasted award-winning
EVOOs and table olives from this year’s Australian International Olive Awards and met
their dedicated producers.
The event’s specially created menu celebrated the quality and versatility of Australian
EVOO and olives, while the growers, AOA CEO Greg Seymour and several of the guests
themselves shared valuable information about production methods, culinary uses, health
benefits, and what sets fresh Australian EVOO and olives apart – and above – the rest.
Look out for the December issue of the Olivegrower & Processor magazine for full
coverage of this event.

AOA Export Webinars,
Podcasts & Export Register

OliveCare® EVOO Freshness
Testing Update

AOA is planning a series of monthly
webinars / podcasts on specific export
markets during 2020 including China, HK,
Taiwan, South Korea, Japan, Vietnam
and Singapore.

By providing an olive oil storage
declaration, sensory assessment and
laboratory reports including PPP, DAG
and Induction (Rancimat®) test results,
and using the Modern Olives “freshness”
algorithm we are able to accurately
determine the potential shelf life of EVOO
products in months from the date of
testing, (providing oil storage conditions
remain optimal).

The objective of the Australian olive
industry export development program is
to increase awareness of potential export
opportunities for Australian olive products
within key overseas markets. This will be
achieved by building industry skills,
capacity and knowledge including market
insights to understand consumer
requirements.
The AOA Export Register has been set
up to facilitate a targeted means of
communication for those interested in
specific export markets.
If that’s you, please sign-up
at: https://australianolives.com.au/aoaexport-register/, and you will be notified
when the AOA receives specific
information about these markets and any
associated enquiries.

Freshness testing of EVOO is strongly
encouraged to assist producers in
providing a commitment to consumers
that their products meet the requirements
for EVOO classification under AS52642011, up to the stated BBD.
25 OliveCare® Signatories are now
certified “Freshness Tested™ and listed
here:
https://australianextravirgin.com.au/br
ands/. For further details, contact: Peter
McFarlane, OliveCare® Convenor, 0418
839 836, peter@mc.com.au.

AOA Levy Funded Projects Update
In supporting its mission to foster the development of the
olive industry in Australia, the AOA continues to lead and

be involved in a wide range of industry levy funded projects. The following is a summary
of key project activities in 2019:
Australian Olive Industry Communications and Extension project: led by AOA CEO,
Greg Seymour. The project aims to provide information to increase the skills and capability
the Australian olive industry that it needs to be internationally competitive and produce
products which have a marketable point of difference resulting in price premiums. This
program will promote world-best practice in grove management (including IPDM) to
increase productivity and quality; promote world-best practice in olive oil production,
storage and packaging to maintain quality and increase consumer confidence; and
communicate and extend outcomes of industry R&D and other sources of innovation from
around the world. A Processing Workshop was held in Boort, Victoria this year which
covered every aspect of processing quality from the grove to the laboratory. Due to
overwhelming demand, this workshop will be run again in 2020. Other workshops and
Field Days are planned in the areas of table olive processing and soil management across
Australia during 2020.
Integrated Pest & Disease Management Project: led by Associate Professor Robert
Spooner-Hart from Western Sydney University (WSU), the project is aimed at providing
growers and the supply chain with appropriate IPDM extension services focused on black
scale, olive lace bug and anthracnose. Part of the project included a series of field days
focussed on pest and disease management around Australia which concluded this year.
The Field Days were organized by AOA in conjunction with Western Sydney
University. Feedback scores were 4.5/5 overall – very good to excellent.
Australian Olive Industry Sensory Training Project: led by Dr Soumi Paul
Mukhopadhyay, a Sensory and Consumer Research Scientist with the NSW Department
of Primary Industries. One of the main outcomes of the project is to build confidence in
product assessment skills across the industry via a nationally consistent framework of
sensory training for extra virgin olive oils and table olives. Using the AOA’s successful
initiative, TasteBook™, as a platform for the project, and in conjunction with AOA’s
certification program OliveCare®, Dr Soumi Paul Mukhopadhyay, and Peter McFarlane,
OliveCare® administrator, have presented a series of sensory training workshops for extra
virgin olive oils (EVOO) and table olives (TO) across South Australia, Victoria, NSW and
Western Australia in 2019. Workshops in Queensland and Tasmania are scheduled for
February and March 2020. The workshop program includes TasteBook™ sensory training
using EVOO and table olives, olive oil chemistry, freshness testing of EVOO and
determining objective best before dates (BBDs).
OliveCare® Phase II Project: led by OliveCare® Administrator, Peter, McFarlane. This
project is aimed at fostering excellence in production of Australian olives and builds on the
outcomes of the Australian Olive Industry Code of Practice Implementation project.
Australian olive producers need to produce high-quality products from highly productive
groves if they are to be internationally competitive in the domestic and export markets.
National market surveys and national workshops outlining the OliveCare® certification
program were just two of the project deliverables commenced in 2019.

Advocacy and Representation
Health Star Rating Update
The Australia and New Zealand Ministerial Forum on Food Regulation met on 15
November 2019 to consider the Final Report and recommendations of the HSRS Five
Year Review, and subsequently released a communiqué of outcomes from its meeting.
Most significantly for EVOO producers, it stated that:
“In addition to the recommendations contained in the report, Forum Ministers also agreed
to request that the FRSC (Food Regulation Standing Committee) consider the way edible
oils are treated under the Health Star Rating system and provide technical advice on oils
to the Forum in early 2020.”
The outcome of the Forum is a crucial win against the odds which can be credited to the
combined efforts of olive industry members and supporters.

The AOA and Boundary Bend worked together on the technical representations, bringing
to the table a great set of combined skills that one organisation by itself might not bring.
Utilising this co-operative clout, the AOA led a representation to point out the craziness of
the situation: that the system is inherently flawed because it doesn’t do what it’s supposed
to do, which it to tell consumers which are the healthiest products. We also faced the risk
that by misinforming the public, it would undermine a centuries-old community
understanding that olive oil is the healthiest oil.
We attended and made submissions, independently and together, from the same shared
industry point of view and with the proven science behind us. And after extensive
meetings with state politicians and bureaucrats and federal ministers, the Food Forum
agreed with our views that the system was inadequate and have sent the committee back
to review it.

Water Advocacy
The AOA has been deeply involved in representation and advocacy in relation to water
policy with the Commonwealth and various State governments during the year.
The AOA worked in conjunction with Australian Almond Board, Citrus Australia, Australian
Table Grape Association, Australian Grape and Wine, Summerfruit Australia and
Pistachio, Walnut, Hazelnut, and Chestnut organisations, to develop a position for the
industries involved and then make representations to the Commonwealth Government.
The group met with Water Minister, David Littleproud, in Mildura in early October to seek
greater transparency in the Australian water market and encourage policy changes that
result in active farmers being able to access water at fair prices rather than speculators
making windfalls out of those producing food fibre in regional Australia.
AOA water spokesman, Rob McGavin, was nominated by the Mildura meeting to lead the
ongoing advocacy with the Water Ministers of the Commonwealth, QLD, NSW, VIC, and
SA governments. Rob has been working day and night on behalf of all industries to make
sure olive growers in the Darling Basin get the best deal possible.
We will keep members up to speed on progress in this critical matter as 2020 unfolds.
There are many regional communities sweating on the outcomes of this joint fight for a
better deal from our politicians.

AU-EU FTA Update
The AOA has been working closely all year with the Commonwealth Dept Foreign Affairs &
Trade (DFAT) and Dept of Agriculture, Water, and Environment on a number of issues in
relation to the Australia_EU Free Trade Agreement.
A few weeks ago, the Association made its final formal submission opposing the granting
of Geographical Indicator (GI) status for the term Kalamata. If Kalamata was to be granted
GI status under the FTA then Australian producers would not be able to use the term
commercially even though its a variety of olive, and a commercial descriptor used all over
the world. We are continuing to work with Australia’s FTA negotiators to ensure no stone is
left unturned in opposing the EU position.

Agrichemicals Update
CHLORPYRIFOS (LORSBAN) - PER14575-Version 2: GROUP 1B Insecticide / Olives /
for control of Ants, African black beetle, Light brown apple moth.
The use of the insecticide Chlorpyrifos is currently under review by The Regulator
(APVMA).

AOA has been advised that the use of Chlorpyrifos on tree crops is likely to
be discontinued, leading to the loss PER14575 (which expires 31 March 2022).
Chlorpyrifos - critical agricultural uses:
Applied as a spot treatment Chlorpyrifos is a proven effective agent for control of ants in
groves.
Chlorpyrifos is currently the only legal control agent available to olive producers for ants.
OL17001 IPDM project reveals Black Olive Scale to be the major pest in olive groves –
given the role of ants in spreading Black Olive Scale, the ant problem in olive groves is
likely to be significant, but perhaps under-reported.
Noting a recent Australian Olive Association survey of use of Chlorpyrifos indicated that
the majority of olive growers do not rely upon Chlorpyrifos for the control of insect pests:
10 (16%) of the 63 producers in the survey use Chlorpyrifos for ant control for which
it appears to be effective.
Other chemicals reported for (illegal) use to control ants were: Pyriproxyfen
(Admiral), Fipronil, Dimethoate, Dicofol and Boron.
Call to action on ants:
Given Chlorpyrifos is currently the only legal control option for ants in olive groves, the
olive industry will need to secure an efficacious replacement in the event of the loss of the
Chlorpyrifos permit.
Noting there is already a label registration for Pyriproxyfen (Admiral) for black olive scale
control, and that Pyriproxyfen based baits are commercially available for ants - this may be
an option for a future Olive Minor Use Permit (MUP).
Hort Innovation also advises that BASF are registering a new ant bait (Verdira) and we are
looking to see if there is scope to use this product in tree crops. The biggest challenge
with baits is the attractant and making sure the ants will forage on it. Vedira is pretty broad
in its appeal, so it could be a good option.

Upcoming Events

AOA Table Olive Production Workshops – Linda Costa
South African table olive specialist Linda Costa ( OlivesInFact) will be presenting a series
of workshops around Australia on best practice table olive processing in the second half of
February 2020.
Registration details will be available soon on the OliveBiz website
at: https://olivebiz.com.au/

Change of dates for SA, TAS and QLD Tastebook® /
OliveCare® sensory workshops
The 3 remaining workshops have been rescheduled to 2020:

February 2020:
Saturday 29 February 2020 – The Grange Meeting & Function Centre, 4 Commonwealth
Lane, Campbell Town (via Launceston) TAS
March 2020:
Friday 6 March 2020 – University of Adelaide - Waite Campus
Date TBC – University of Southern Queensland (USC) – Toowoomba Campus, QLD
For further details, please contact Dr Soumi Paul Mukhopadhyay on 0409 283 581 or via
email soumi.paul.mukhopadhyay@dpi.nsw.gov.au.
Revised registration details will be posted in the New Year on the OliveBiz website
at: https://olivebiz.com.au/ and emails will be sent in the coming weeks with an
invitation to register for the events.

Industry News
Horticulture Industry Labour Agreement
AUSVEG has been working on developing a case for a Horticulture Industry Labour
Agreement.
With endorsement from the National Farmers’ Federation Horticulture Council, AUSVEG
has been consulting with a number of growers and horticulture industry bodies, as well as
various government departments to develop an agreement to allow growers around
Australia to have greater access to a semi-skilled and skilled workforce.
AUSVEG advocated that horticulture is a developed and skilled industry with significant
growth potential, and requires access to an efficient, reliable and competent workforce.
Feedback from various Ministers was extremely positive, and AUSVEG will continue to
work with government to get the best outcome for growers.
If you have any feedback or comments regarding skilled shortages in your business,
growers are encouraged to get in contact with AUSVEG National Public Affairs Manager
Tyson Cattle at tyson.cattle@ausveg.com.au.

2018/19 Olive Fund Annual Report released
The suite of Hort Innovation 2018/19 Fund Annual Reports was
recently released, with each industry-specific report providing key
investment and project information involving the relevant levy fund
over the previous year.
The Olive Fund Annual Report is available online to download now.
If you prefer to read a hard copy of your Fund Annual report, you
can request one for free by
emailing communications@horticulture.com.au, detailing the report
you’d like to receive and your mailing address. Please note that hard copies are available
only while stocks last.





